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(57) ABSTRACT 

Methods and systems consistent with the principles of the 
present invention automatically generate file notes for insur
ance claims using predefined text to complete each file note. 
A claim folder interface creates detailed claims and provides 
suffixes and participants to a file note interface. The file note 
interface displays file notes with pre filled suffix and partici
pant fields as well as selectable items in a category and 
subcategory field. Moreover, methods and systems consis
tent with the present invention, enable a claim handler to 
select a selectable category and subcategory and provide 
short text associated with the selection in a predefined text 
area. In addition, a larger text area may also be provided to 
capture any free form text. 

21 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets 
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INSURANCE FILE NOTE GENERATION 
METHOD AND SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

2 
subcategory field. Moreover, methods and systems consis
tent with the present invention, enable a claim handler to 
select a selectable category and subcategory and provide 
short text associated with the selection in a predefined text 

A. Field of the Invention 
5 area. In addition, a larger text area may also be provided to 

capture any free form text. 
This invention relates generally to data processing sys

tems and, more particularly, to the entry of file notes for 
claims by insurance handlers. 

B. Description of the Related Art 10 

These days computers are essential to all businesses and 
business industries. The computer has transformed not only 
the way businesses interface with consumers, but also the 
way businesses function internally. For example, computers 
can reduce transaction costs, manage data, create reports, 15 

and increase overall efficiency of a business. Without the 
computer, most businesses, if not all businesses could not 
keep up with the changing times. 

The insurance industry is an example of one business 
industry that has come to rely on the computer for a 20 

multitude of tasks. For example, insurance claim handlers 
use computers to capture data relating to insurance claims. 
Currently, the handlers use free form file notes and claim 
files to capture the data. Free form file notes are a comput
erized version of handwritten notes and usually contain data 25 

reflecting facts and/or events relating to various aspects of 
an insurance claim. Computer programs that capture data for 
these free forms typically reside on a large computers (e.g., 
mainframe computer) and use rudimentary graphical user 
interfaces. These programs can store information, such as 30 

the date and time that the claim is entered, a category for a 
claim (e.g., medical, auto, rental), and any additional file 
notes inputted by the handler for the claim. The free form 
computer programs enable insurance handlers to provide 
any information the handler determines to be important to 35 

the claim. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in 
and constitute a part of this specification, illustrate an 
implementation of the invention and, together with the 
description, serve to explain the advantages and principles 
of the invention. In the drawings, 

FIGS. lA-lD depict exemplary interfaces for use with 
methods and systems consistent with the present invention; 

FIG. 2 depicts a flow chart of steps performed when 
generating a new file note consistent with the principles of 
the present invention; 

FIG. 3 depicts a flow chart of steps performed when 
viewing generated file notes consistent with the principles of 
the present invention; 

FIG. 4 depicts a block diagram of a data processing 
system in which interfaces consistent with the present inven
tion may be implemented; and 

FIG. 5 depicts an exemplary computer network suitable 
for practicing methods and systems consistent with the 
principles of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The following detailed description of the invention refers 
to the accompanying drawings. Although the description 
includes exemplary implementations, other implementations 
are possible, and changes may be made to the implementa-
tions described without departing from the spirit and scope 
of the invention. The following detailed description does not 
limit the invention. Instead, the scope of the invention is 

Thus, the free form file note creates inconsistent claims as 
prepared by the claim handlers. Many times, claim handlers, 
although entering the same information into file notes, enter 
the information using their own style. For example, one 
handler may indicate auto damages as "auto dam.=$15 k" 
while another handler may indicate auto damages in the file 
notes as "damages to car approx. 15 thousand." Although 
both sets of free form file notes are complete, performing 
any analysis on the data in impossible. In fact, even though 
handlers generally enter in the same information over and 
over, and the information does not change from one handler 

40 defined by the appended claims. Wherever possible, the 
same reference numbers will be used throughout the draw
ings and the following description to refer to the same or like 
parts. 

to the next handler, the way the information is entered is 
inconsistent and not standardized. 

Introduction 
45 

Methods and systems consistent with the principles of the 
present invention automatically generates file notes for 
insurance claims. Such methods and systems enable rapid 
generation of text representing file notes since claim han-

Although the above mentioned computer programs enable 50 

handlers to input free form file notes pertaining to insurance 
claims using a computer, they are too flexible and therefore 

dlers need only "point" and "click" to create the file note. 
The handler enters in short text in predefined text area to 
complete the file note. 

do not provide structure to file notes and/or claim files. There 
is therefore a need to automatically generate file notes for 
insurance claims, such that the file notes are similarly 55 

structured, and information in each file note may be easily 
located and/or modified. 

A claim handler may use a file note interface to view, or 
modify existing file notes. In addition, a claim handler may 
use a claim folder interface to create claims for incidents 
(e.g., car accident, lost jewelry, house fire), and provide 
information associated with the claim to the file note inter
face. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Methods and systems consistent with the principles of the 
present invention automatically generate file notes for insur
ance claims using predefined text to complete each file note. 
A claim folder interface creates detailed claims and provides 
suffixes and participants to a file note interface. The file note 
interface displays file notes with prefilled suffix and partici
pant fields as well as selectable items in a category and 

An insurance claim is broadly defined as a request by a 
60 claimant to be reimbursed by an insurance company for a 

loss. For example, a claimant may file a claim regarding a 
car accident (e.g., medical injury claim), lost jewelry, or a 
house fire (e.g., cost to refurnish the house). Claims may be 
stored in a claim database as a claim folder. Each claim 

65 folder is stored as a record in the claim database. The claim 
database may be a relational database containing all infor
mation relating to each claim, including any associated file 
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notes. The claim database may use well known database 
system, such as the ORACLE database system, available 
from ORACLE, Corp. 

4 
FIG. lA depicts an exemplary claim folder interface 100 

for use with method and systems consistent with the present 
invention. Claim folder interface 100 presents to the handler 
a high level interface regarding the instant claim, such that 

5 the handler can easily identify participants, claimants, 
vehicles involved, drivers, and any related suffixes (e.g., 
rental, collision, bodily injury, medical). 

The claim folder is a high level organizational view of a 
claim. The claim folder contains information regarding each 
participant in the claim (e.g., driver of both cars, house 
residents), available suffixes, information relating to the 
insured's policy, and other information necessary to process 
claims. A suffix is broadly defined as any applicable cover
age from an insurance policy for the claim. Though insur- 10 

ance policies have many coverages (e.g., rental, collision, 
bodily injury), only a few of the coverages are related to any 
one claim. Thus, when a claimant files the claim, the 
insurance policy is applied to the loss, and each applicable 
coverage on the policy is labeled a suffix. 

As explained, a claimant is a person who files a claim 
against an insurance company. A participant is an entity 
involved in the claim (e.g., police, towing company, doctor). 
A suffix is an event or coverage type relating to the instant 
claim. An insured person may be the participant as well as 
the claimant. Claim folder interface 100 also contains a 

For example, an insured person may have both collision 
and medical payment policy coverages with different limits. 

15 button 102 linking each suffix and participant to a file note 
interface 110. 

FIG. IB depicts an exemplary file note interface 110. File 
note interface 110 contains suffix and participant data 
obtained from claim folder interface 100 placed in a suffix 
field 112 and a participant field 114. Suffix field 112 may be 
a combinational box or a list box and lists all suffixes for the 
claim. Participant field 114 may also be a combinational box 
or list box and displays the name of a participant for each 
suffix in suffix field 112. When a handler selects button 102 

If the insured person is involved in an accident, a collision 
suffix may be created in the claim folder to cover any losses 
related to vehicle damage. In addition, a medical payment 20 

suffix may be created in the claim folder to cover losses 
related to their medical expenses incurred as a result of the 
accident. Payments made by the insurance company may be 
tracked on a suffix by suffix basis so that preset spending 
limits are applied appropriately. 

Additionally, the claim folder contains file notes pertain
ing to each suffix and participant. File notes provide addi
tional documentation for claims by capturing information 
that is not captured as data elements within the claim folder. 
Additionally, data that is documented many times across 30 

multiple suffixes may be captured quickly, and in a standard 
format by using file notes, thus providing consistency across 
claims. Since file notes are generated using standardized 
and/or free form text, file notes may be indexed in the claim 
database by participant or by suffix. File notes may also be 35 

used as internal communication between claim handlers, 
vendors, and even insurance companies. In one example, in 
the case of an automobile collision, a file note may contain 
information relating to the cost of repair, hours worked, and 
number of days to repair. In another example, a file note may 40 

include the amount of medical bills. 

25 to initiate the creation of a new file note 110, the data 
highlighted in claim folder interface 100 (suffix and partici
pant) is loaded in suffix field 112 and participant field 114. 

Methods and systems consistent with the present inven
tion enable claim handlers the ability to capture standard text 
quickly and efficiently. Moreover, by automatically gener
ating file notes, a claim handler's thought process may be 45 

streamlined when updating claim folders, or investigating, 
evaluating, or resolving the claim. By automatically gener
ating file notes for the handler, most, if not all, file notes are 
easily searchable when stored in the claim database since 
fields are automatically populated for the handler (e.g., 50 

suffix, participant). Additionally, since most, if not all, of 
each file note is already preformatted, the insurance com
pany obtains a benefit of having consistent verbiage from 
multiple claim handlers. That is, methods and systems 
consistent with the present invention reduce the number of 55 

acronyms and/or cryptic notes that would otherwise be used 
by the handler. 

Claim Interfaces 
FIGS. lA-ID depict exemplary interfaces for use with 60 

methods and systems consistent with the present invention. 
Such interfaces may be displayed to claim handlers. The 
interfaces may be any type user interface, such as a Web 
interface, or a Visual Basic interface capable of displaying 
information. A Web interface may include software, such as 65 

the well-known APACHE web server. The interfaces enable 
handlers to view, create, or modify file notes. 

Category field 116 is a selection list box (multiple or 
single) and includes available categories for the claim per
taining to a highlighted suffix in suffix field 112 and partici
pant in participant field 114, such as litigation, investigation, 
facts, liability, damages, medical appraisal, or case estimate. 
Categories correspond to the captioned reports that handlers 
may consider during a review of a claim, and are specific to 
the type of claim and suffix being reported by handler. 
Subcategory field 118 is a combinational box and includes 
subcategories reflecting options for each category, such as 
referral, recovery, update, initial contact, case evaluation. 
Each subcategory in subcategory field 118 relates to a 
predefined text field 120. Predefined text field 120 is a 
spreadsheet control and displays the names of the fields in 
one column and allows the handler to enter values for the 
appropriate field in a corresponding cell in the next column. 

A free form subcategory enables a handler to enter 
non-standard text without regard to formatting. For example, 
if the free form subcategory is selected in subcategory field 
118, the handler may enter text only in file note area 124. 

File note interface 110 provides a novel way for handlers 
to create file notes consistently and effortlessly. Both cat
egory field 116 and subcategory field 118 may be search 
criteria when the handler searches for file notes at a later 
time. Moreover, file note interface 110 provides a standard
ized interface for the handler to be consistent. 

FIG. lC depicts an exemplary claim history interface 130 
consistent with methods and systems of the present inven
tion. Claim history 130 provides a convenient way to search 
for filed file notes in the claim database. 

FIG. ID depicts an exemplary file note view interface 140 
for use with methods and systems consistent with the present 
invention. File note view interface 140 may be used to add 
or modify file notes. Many fields in file note view interface 
140 are updateable through file note view 140, such as suffix 
field 112 or participant field 114. However, for integrity 
and/or security purposes, once a file note is saved using file 
note interface 110 predefined text and free form areas may 
not be changed. 
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New File Note 
6 

If the handler chooses to save the file note (step 308), the 
file note index information is updated in the claim database 
to reflect the changes to the file note. If the handler chooses 
to close without making any changes to the file note (step 

FIG. 2 depicts a flow chart of the steps performed when 
creating and adding a file note to the claim database. The 
process begins by receiving an indication from the handler 
to include a file note for a particular suffix and participant in 
the claim folder interface 110 (step 202). The handler may 
highlight a suffix and participant and then selects button 102. 
In doing so, a file note interface 110, with suffix field 112 and 
participant field 114 already filled out, is displayed to the 
handler (step 204). For example, if a handler has completed 
the collision suffix in claim folder interface 100 for the 
driver and determines that a file note is needed, the handler 
may highlight the collision suffix in claim folder interface 
100, and initiate file note interface 110. 

5 310), the file note index information is also updated in the 
claim database to reflect no changes. The handler may also 
choose to cancel any pending changes to the file note (step 
312). File note edit interface 140 uses a "dirty flag" to 
indicate that changes have been made. If the dirty flag is true 

10 (e.g., changes have been made), file note edit interface 140 
may display a dialog box indicating that any changes to the 
pending file note may be lost (step 314). If the dirty flag is 
false, then the file note is not updated in the claim database. 

Once file note interface 110 including the prefilled infor- 15 

mation is displayed to the handler, data for category field 116 
and subcategory field 118 may be obtained from the claim 
database (step 206). The category and subcategory data is 
obtained from the claim database and placed in the fields 
116, 118 respectively. Next, the handler may provide infor- 20 

mation to complete the file note (step 208). First, the handler 
may select a category and a subcategory from fields 116 and 
118. Once selected, the handler may add data to predefined 
text area 120 and/or file note area 124. Based on the 
subcategory selected in subcategory field 118, predefined 25 

text area 120 contains fields so that the handler may enter in 
short text. This way, standardized file notes are generated. 
The short text may be entered using a table in predefined text 
area 120. The table has different fields, based on the sub
category chosen by the handler. Thus, if the handler chooses 30 

a different subcategory in subcategory field 118, a new 
predefined data area 120 with a new table is displayed. The 
results of the predefined text area 120 are displayed in a 
readable format in output area 122. 

In addition to entering in standardized notes according to 35 

the predefined text area 120, the handler may add free form 
notes in file note area 124. Moreover, in addition to areas 
120 and 124, a handler may indicate whether the instant file 
note is significant. However, the instant file note may 
already be indicated as significant based on a subcategory 40 

previously selected by the handler in subcategory area 118. 
Significant file notes are those file notes that are important 
highlights in the life of the claim. 

The information inputted in predefined text area 120 and 
file note area 124 by the handler is combined into a file note 45 

and saved in a claim database (step 210). Once saved, the file 
note may remain open to receive additional file notes for the 
selected suffix 112 and participant 114. Once all associated 
file notes have been entered and stored in a claim database, 
the file notes may be viewed using a file note view interface 50 

140. 

View File Notes 

Computer System 

FIG. 4 illustrates an architecture for a data processing 
system 400 with which methods and systems consistent with 
the present invention may be implemented. The exemplary 
computer system of FIG. 4 is for descriptive purposes only 
and is not intended to limit application of method and 
systems consistent with the present invention to use with a 
particular architecture. Although the description may refer to 
terms commonly used in describing particular computer 
systems, such as in a personal computer, the description and 
concepts equally apply to other computer systems such as 
network computers, workstations, and mainframe computers 
having architectures that may be different from the archi
tecture shown in FIG. 4. 

Data processing system 400 includes a memory 420, a 
secondary storage device 430, a central processing unit 
("CPU") 440, an input device 450 and a video display 460. 
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that computer system 
400 may contain additional components. Memory 420 of 
computer system 400 includes program 422 for generating 
interfaces 100, 110, 130, and 140 in video display 460 and 
for automatically generating file notes. As an example, 
program 422 may be written in the Visual Basic program
ming language. Consistent with one implementation of the 
invention, file notes are generated and stored in a claim 
database 432 located in secondary storage device 430 in 
response to CPU 440 executing one or more sequences of 
one or more instructions of program 422 contained in 
memory 420. 

FIG. 5 depicts an alternative file note generation system 
500 suitable for practicing methods and systems consistent 
with the present invention. System 500 comprises a client 
computer 502 and an application server 504, linked together 
through network 510. Application server 504 contains file 
note software (not shown). An insurance handler may use 
client computer 502 to receive and transmit information to 
application server 504. 

Client computer 502 may contain a browser that allows 
users to interact with application server 504 by transmitting 

55 and receiving files, such as Web pages. A web page may 
include images or textual information to provide an interface 
to receive identification information from a user using 
hypertext markup language (HTML), lava, or other tech
niques. An example of a browser suitable for use with 

FIG. 3 depicts a flow chart of steps performed when 
providing a file note history interface 130 and a file note edit 
interface 140 to the handler. First, file note history interface 
130 is displayed to the handler (step 302). Using history 
interface 130, a handler may search for file notes using 
search criteria 132. The search results are displayed in 
search results section 134. The handler may select a file note 
from search result section 134 (step 304). Once a file note is 
selected, view file note interface 140 is displayed (step 306). 
The handler may then add or modify the contents of the file 
note by selecting a corresponding button in the interface. 
However, the handler may not change the category, subcat- 65 

egory or note area box. As explained above, this is to ensure 
the integrity of the file note. 

60 methods and systems consistent with the present invention is 
the NETS CAPE NAVIGATOR browser, from NETS CAPE. 

Application server 504 may contain a file note program to 
transmit interfaces (e.g., file note, history, and claim folders) 
to client computer 502, and to automatically generates file 
notes with consistent verbiage. Application server 504 may 
also contain a secondary storage device (not shown) to store 
the claims and file notes. 
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CONCLUSION 
8 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the second set of fields 
includes a category and a subcategory. 

As described, methods and systems consistent with the 
present invention automatically generate file notes for insur
ance claims using predefined text to complete each file note. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the first set of fields 
include a suffix field and a participant field, wherein the 

5 suffix field indicates the type of insurance coverage, and 
wherein the participant field indicates an entity involved 
with the claim. 

Although aspects of the present invention are described as 
being stored in a memory, one skilled in the art will 
appreciate that these aspects may be stored on or read from 
other computer readable media, such as secondary storage 
devices, like hard disks, floppy disks, and CD-ROM; a 10 
carrier wave received from a network like the Internet; or 
other forms of ROM or RAM. Additionally, although spe
cific components and programs of system 400 have been 
described, those skilled in the art will appreciate that system 
400 may contain additional or different components or 15 
programs. 

The foregoing description of an implementation of the 
invention has been presented for purposes of illustration and 
description. It is not exhaustive and does not limit the 
invention to the precise form disclosed. Modifications and 20 
variations are possible in light of the above teachings or may 
be acquired from practicing of the invention. For example, 
the described implementation includes software but the 
present invention may be implemented as a combination of 
hardware and software or in hardware alone. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for generating a file note for an insurance 

claim, comprising the steps of, executed in a data processing 
system, of: 

25 

9. A method for generating a file note for an insurance 
claim folder, comprising: 

providing on a display device a claim folder screen 
depicting attributes associated with a claim, the 
attributes comprising at least one suffix indicating a 
type of insurance coverage for a participant in the 
claim; 

permitting the selection of at least one attribute associated 
with a claim on the claim folder screen; 

providing on a display device a file note screen depicting 
the selected at least one attribute in a criteria section, 
and a text entry section, wherein the text entry section 
is based on the selected at least one attribute in the 
criteria section; 

receiving from a user information associated with the text 
entry section; 

generating the file note based on information received 
from the user; 

identifying a level of significance of the file note accord
ing to information received from the user; and 

storing the file note with the identified level of signifi
cance in a searchable claim database, the claim data
base associating the file note being with a file note 
index indicating changes to the file note. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the criteria section 
contains a selected suffix and a selected participant, wherein 

prefilling a first set of fields with information identifying 30 
a file note, said information comprising at least one 
suffix indicating a type of insurance coverage for a 
participant in a claim and identification of the partici
pant, wherein the at least one suffix is preselected from 
one or more types of insurance coverage applicable to 
the claim; 

35 the suffix and the participant are selected by a user in the 
claim folder screen, and wherein the criteria section further 
contains a category and subcategory field containing cat
egories and subcategories selectable by the handler. 

obtaining a selection of fields of a first set of fields from 
a user, the selection identifying information for a 
second set of fields; 

displaying in the second set of fields, the information 
identified by selection of field of the first set of fields; 

permitting the user to add data to a predefined text area 
related to each field of the second set of fields based on 
the selected fields; 

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the categories and 
40 subcategories are based on the suffix, participant, or the 

claim. 

generating a file note that contains the first set of fields, 45 
the second set of fields, and the data in the predefined 
text area; 

identifying a level of significance of the file note; and 
storing the file note with the identified level of signifi

cance in a claim database including file notes associ-50 
ated with the claim. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of 
storing, in a claim database, the generated file note. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the data is short text, 
and where the predefined text area includes a table of 55 
variables and a corresponding field that receives short text 
for each variable. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein permitting the user to 
add data further comprises the step of permitting the user to 
add free form notes in a file note area. 

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising the steps of: 
combining the file note area and the predefined text area; 

and 
storing, in a database, the combined area as a file note. 

60 

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of 65 
obtaining from the user an indication of whether the file note 
is significant. 

12. The method of claim 9, wherein the file note screen 
further comprises a free form note section containing a text 
area. 

13. A system for generating a file note for an insurance 
claim, comprising: 

prefilling means for prefilling a first set of fields with 
information identifying a file note, said information 
comprising at least one suffix indicating a type of 
insurance coverage for a participant in a claim and 
identification of the participant, wherein the at least one 
suffix is preselected from one or more types of insur-
ance coverage applicable to the claim; 

obtaining means for obtaining a selection of fields of a 
first set of fields from a user, the selection identifying 
information for a second set of fields; 

displaying means for displaying in the second set of fields, 
the information identified by selection of field of the 
first set of fields; 

permitting means for permitting the user to add data to a 
predefined text area related to each field of the second 
set of fields based on the selected fields; 

generating means for generating a file note that contains 
the first set of fields, the second set of fields, and the 
data in the predefined text area; and 

identifying means for identifying a level of significance of 
the file note; and 
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storing means for storing the file note with the identified 
level of significance in a claim database including file 
notes associated with the claim. 

10 
18. The system of claim 13, further comprising obtaining 

means for obtaining an indication of whether the file note is 
significant. 

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising a claim 
database, wherein the database stores the generated file note. 

19. The system of claim 13, wherein the second set of 
5 fields includes a category and a subcategory. 

15. The system of claim 13, wherein the data is short text, 
and where the predefined text area includes a table of 
variables and a corresponding field that receives short text 
for each variable. 

16. The system of claim 13, wherein the permitting means 10 

further permits the user to add free form notes in a file note 
area. 

17. The system of claim 16, further comprising: 
combining means for combining the file note area and the 

predefined text area; and 
a database for storing the combined area as a file note. 
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20. The system of claim 13, wherein the first set of fields 
include a suffix field and a participant field, wherein the 
suffix field indicates the type of insurance coverage, and 
wherein the participant field indicates a participant to the 
claim. 

21. The system of claim 13, further comprising the display 
means for displaying a file note interface screen containing 
the first set of fields, the second set of fields, and the 
predefined text area. 

* * * * * 


